
 

 

 
Article on Human Growth and Natural Selection. (By Kamran Naqvi). 

 
(Updated: 12/06/2022) will be in italics in sections updated. 

 
After reading through this site, take 10 days of time to go over. Go to any university that teach Biology 
and talk to a teaching assistance or a professor in Genetics. Give them the site address. Document is also 
listed on academia under my name. E-Mail me. I have discussed this with many people of all selections, 
no one mind it, and they all agree everyone needs maintenance. Many agreed on missing segment 
transfers. Our world is like this. Maybe a very few may think otherwise due to religious influence or lack 
of information. Also everyone needs DNA maintenance regardless. In males the reduction in fitness is 
sudden and will lead to "Aggressive" or "Dull" & "Reduction In Intelligence" male. Long-term is autosomal 
health will lead to reduction in intelligence & fitness. In both cases we don't have a working Earth or 
Ships. Males of Most "I" & Modern Females carry the highest fitness, followed by & Certain "O" & Modern 
Females. There are certain lineages of "J" and maybe other Lineages here and there may carry fitness 
close to Most "I" or Certain "O". All have to take DNA test for fitness check and take "Gap" for correction. 

 
People of Earth are, 
Of Earth, Of Sun, Of Milky Way Galaxy, Of Milandro Galaxy, Of Universe. We are life in a loop. Living galaxy 
to galaxy big bang to big bang and enjoying our existence. 

 
See educational YouTube videos above "Arguments". Read through document prior to watching videos. 



 
Please see attached map, above, prior to reading through this document. 

 
This article is regarding human development and natural selection that leads to the development of 
Human Male and Female Genomes. Male development is different than female in a sense that male is the 
one that goes through more selective pressures. It is my hypotheses that male Y chromosome have a 
profound effect on male brain development specially Amygdala, that controls emotions. Amygdala and 
other male brain and physical fitness development, especially femur region, joints and body muscles, 
depends on the distance they have traveled from point of origins, Africa, to their home locations. Femur, 
joints & muscles gives better weight lifting and agility making a male more work productive, and less 
fatiguing. This development is mostly in the early part of Human history when tools are basic stone. Each 
step of the way, from point of origins, DNA is modified to pave path to enter the next step with slightly 
different niche or the DNA may modify after the entrance into the niche, giving edge to a single person 
who then takes succession over others. This movement is extremely slow and hence is the DNA 
modification process, which can be by chance or due to environmental pressure. This occurs best when 
there are no or little tools present. The more the distance travelled, the more niches are crossed, the 
more impact on Amygdala & body. 

 
Then after the society gets it tools, positive selection slows and effects of negative mutations increases, 
forcing the society to lose its fitness. Always remember, negative mutations are more common then 
positive ones, once selection pressures reduce due to tools. So therefore, once a portion of society 
reaches to the point of making sophisticated tools specially programming, it needs to be maintained to 
counter the effects of negative mutations. So therefore, after a while those who are left behind can 
receive DNA segments from the prime selected society members, through Global DNA Authority Earth. In 
this manner a new selection is formed out of the original one, in this way the original can maintain its 
own identity. A "Prime Selected" society, especially "Male", is one who achieved enough modifications to 
make sophisticated tools. The prime selected male, have to be in certain numbers to make certain tools 
that require numbers to achieve. Therefore, there is time and people needed to go from Iron swords to 
computers. So once maximum is achieved the society needs to be maintained genetically or they will lose 
fitness. This maintenance is not only male Y but Autosomal too. Also, I think there maybe crime potential 
that can be addressed as well and overall fitness against infections and diseases. 
Also, as people move from niches to niches in ancient times, new genes are inserted, the new gene 
position can also have an impact after tools are distributed. Say for instance, let’s say a chromosome have 
100 base pairs total, now let’s assume a 10 base pair gene is inserted from position 30 to 39 in a niche. 
Now let’s say another niche's adaptation have to add a 80 base pair gene, this won’t happen as there is 
no place left on the 100 base pair chromosome to take a 80 base pair gene as there is a 10 base pair gene 
residing from position 30 through 39. Another thing that happens, by process of random mutation and 
chromosome segment loss, a person who has stayed long enough in a single niche will not have any place 
left to take up new genes if a niche is changed. Put it this way, once tools are achieved, the chromosomes 
become lesser and lesser likely to be able to take up new genes. Now, negative mutations take on a more 
profound impact. Therefore, changing niche after modernization has little or no impact for most. The 
process of gene mutations and formation of new genes is best achieved in the very early development as 
there is extra DNA present in a chromosome to take up new genes. 



One thing to remember here is that, modernization is a virtue of population. As population increases, 
more people move away from farming and begin to move towards other needs of live. Gradually as 
population increases, society goes from basic farming to high Tech. This transition depends on the 
original male selection. 

 
Now let’s look at all the Human Male Selections. We will discuss male selection, as male of human species 
takes most selection, and in turn leads to the modification of Male Y chromosome. The more stable the 
male, the more stable will be the society. The male Y modification then in turn leads to the modification 
of the rest of the Autosomal DNA. In short Male Y is like Senate, and Autosomal DNA including X 
chromosome is like House of representative. However, the impact can go from autosomal to Y as well. 
Females also have a very profound impact on males as they are part of selection process. Males in turn 
have impact on females as well. 

 
The location of common ancestor is probably on the African continent current day Egypt or Ethiopia 
rather than India. Although some may have travelled that far. Keep in mind, most spreading, out of Africa, 
occurred during glacier maximums when the weather is relatively warm. 

 
The estimated populations given below are those of the Haplogroup, Not color or features. For example, 
one can run into a Oriental featured person who is J or I haplogroup). Current world population is 7.67 
Billion (01/01/2020), out of which 1/2 are roughly males, comes out to 3.8 Billion males.) Also to 
determine a lineage fitness level best method will be to do DNA of Slums of the world of different regions. 

 
Current Condition Emotions: 
Current Condition Emotions is defined as a condition resulting in emotions, a person, male or female is 
residing in. Both Males and Females have different and combined Current Condition Emotions. Partner’s 
Death, separation, divorce, living conditions, Religion, Children, Parents or Siblings, Female to Male 
Affect, have impact on “Current Condition Emotions”. 
To possibly remove some of current conditions emotions, show this site to your potential partner. 
Comment at info.humanselection@gmail.com. 

 
Female to Male Affect: 
The main cause behind female to male affect is the religious belief that "All men are created equal". This 
causes a belief in most males and females that selection have no or minimal impact on a population. We 
are just understanding the impact of niches on living being, humans are no exception. Definitely all 
people are equal, but selections still have to be conducted for proper population growth. Y have a large 
impact, and must be maintained or society will lose fitness, resulting in weaker sporadic growth. Applying 
pressures, does not degrade a person's integrity. They just have to take selective pressures for growth 
and maturation or take up DNA tool as a work around, which is the best option. For example, let’s say I 
have 2 sons. One is equal or more, the other one is less and have a mutation, I would really want a 
correction. Same is true for my daughters. If a person does not want to take DNA Tool, they will have to 
take selective pressures, where only one may end up better at the cost of 99,999.00. That mutation may 



lead the person into prison or take up lesser position in society. Prison is part of selection. A person 
becomes part of 99,999.00. Judicial is equal for all no matter what. 

 
Female to male affect is due to a segment transfer or loss (If Loss with few master genes to affect 
autosome and X to explain I2-L699 more like Arabian and is Fathers. Loss of fitness.) On "Y" that may 
possibly be crossing over. Most "I" tend to express more of mother's behavioral genes, not sure about 
Certain "O", increase in agility could be the reason. 

 
Criteria Of Selection: 
Criteria of selection is what to look for in a person before a commitment selection is made. This is very 
important as this is where fitness of our planet Earth depends. The following criteria seem to be a good 
part of selection, always remember a female is at the receiving end of a bad selection. We were living in a 
pond and just entering ocean. Most people were simply not aware of selection. Religion was the 
governance still is in some people. 

 
1) Strength, 2) Agility, 3) Programming Skills, 4) Clan Size, 5) Male Ego, 6) Separation Anxiety, 7) Nature, 8) 
Skin Color, 9) Sexual Desires 

 
1) Strength: 
Strength is on scale of 1 through 10, with 1 being lowest. 
Strength indicates a person's power that thighs and arms can apply. Also is the index finger and thumb. 
Thighs are used for lifting, Arms for lifting and holding, fingers and thumb for grip. Index finger and thumb 
are two most important fingers in a hand. 

 
2) Agility: 
Agility is on scale of 1 through 10, with 1 being lowest. 
Agility is how fast and jerky motion is. This is an important function as it makes a person work faster and 
works more. A high Agility is also indicative of high stamina, means sustained motion for a long period of 
time, without showing signs of exhaustion on face and body. 

 
3) Programming Skills: 
Programming Skills are on scale of 1 through 10. Programming skills (Like C, C++, not Java or HTML). 
Estimates indicate where most of the Programmers will be present. These are comparative numbers. The 
numbers are in a nut shell, standard deviation is omitted. The higher the programming skills are, the 
bigger segment can be achieved. A Big Segment is combination of several small segments combined 
together. Most projects like Health Equipment are a big segment which in turn is a combination of several 
smaller segments. Need for particular equipment is generated by a programmer with highest skills. 

 
4) Clan Size: 
A clan is defined as a collection of closely related people in blood relation with each other, who know 



each other and keep in touch from time to time. Marriages too. Usually marriages are kept further apart 
in large clans, some maybe in close relation 1 generation apart. 
Clan size is an indication of how strength full inter personal relationships is. A clan indicates how a society 
is structured and how much importance is given to relationships like brothers, sisters, parents, children, 
uncles and so on. In absence of a clan, society becomes sporadic and week. Members of sporadic society 
move easily and tend to live alone or maybe with a single female or a male partner. A clan has both male 
and females in relationship with each other. This makes it better for two or more clan interaction. Put it 
this way, if you have respect for your uncle and his wife, you are likely to respect someone else’s uncle & 
wife. Also in the same manner one can determine how successful members of a clan are, that are in DNA 
relation with each other. A clan is one, a portion of it, will be formally invited to a person's wedding. Most 
weddings in large clans are like pot luck. The invited people will pay a portion for your day in history. Clan 
size is arranged in following order, 

 
1 = Parents & Siblings. 
2 = Grand Parents & Descendants. 
3 = Great Grand Parents & Descendants. 
4 = Great Great Grand Parents & Descendants. 
5 = Great Great Great Grand Parents & Descendants. 

 
5) Male Ego: 
Male ego is the expression of male traits, like seriousness, relationship with female, family orientation. 
Male Ego in Most "I" and (to some degree is Certain "O") is more influenced by mothers. This male ego 
affect tend to show up in how the face takes shape based on emotions, also affects facial & physical 
gestures. 
Arabian, African, Proto Indo & Indian Selections tend to express more of physical genes of mothers like 
hair, skin color, and certain facial features. Their "Y" seems to express more of behavioral genes (Or 
absence of certain genes on "Y"), Male Ego, from father, and certain other traits. Nothing seems to have a 
permanent impact on this, not religion, not training. Only selective pressure will determine that or much 
better will be DNA. Put it this way, our great great ancestor had 2 sons. One made a right turn and ended 
up in "Europe" or "Orient", the other made a left turn. Also we are all deteriorating due to negative 
selection and presence of tools, therefore absence of pressure. So selections have to decide about where 
they want to be maintained and make their own arrangements for it, before the K9s increase size, the 
closer to origins you are the sooner they will increase size or behavior will become more aggressive or 
dull (Reduction in Strength, Agility & Programming Skills). K9s may not increase due to certain gene 
expression loss, but behavior will. If one comes to "European Selection" they will be taken to max fitness 
of this selection and they will have to do DNA and put "DNA Modification Allowed" for the betterment of 
our planet Earth. For example "Of Arabian By European". Also, to remove the impact of negative 
selection, selective pressures must be applied and maintained using DNA tool. 
Male Ego will be listed from scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest. Standard deviation is omitted. 

 
6) Separation Anxiety: 
Separation anxiety occurs when a known acquaintance is separated. This is an integrated function of the 
brain and many outcomes in our daily lives are due to separation anxiety, could be a broken tool, death of 



a loved one, divorce, a new knowledge that is deviation from existing, just to name a few. Separation 
anxiety combined with male ego has certain outcomes. Females have separation anxiety too, like visiting 
parents and siblings after marriage. Females for most part do pay or want to pay visit to the parents or 
siblings or old friends. They tend to alter behavior based on current conditions emotions. Males of most 
"I" have similar separation anxieties. One way to tell separation anxiety strength is to see how often kids 
up to the age of 8 cry due to separation, like going to school, being pushed over or made to sleep in a 
separate bedroom. Male clan size also depends on strength of separation anxiety. A high male ego and 
low separation anxiety may result in a bitter divorce where money or other reason may play a higher role 
or entrance of another partner. 
European Selection has huge clans due to same reason. Females are attached through a gene pool. Same 
is true with all as females are common. 99.99% females are Modern and are born like listed below. 
Separation anxiety is listed from scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest. Standard deviation is omitted. 

 
7) Nature: 
Look for nature of the person. How people skills are. Usage of slangs? How often? And so on. What things 
are bothering? Like starting a fight over $5.00. Cleanliness. See how clear the language skills are, like use 
of short forms. Holding genitals in public. This is primitive function. All of these are integrated functions, 
will show up in daily life. Cleanliness is important and will cause a emotional disturbance. This is very 
much so. 

 
8) Skin Color: 
Skin color is one of the criteria one can follow. However, since this is one of the physical characteristics, 
and males are different and follow into different selections, ask for or wait for the person to tell you 
about their selection. If not ask for other members of the clan. Your social structure depends on it. 
Support of other females and what not. Also shows if the male is family oriented. A weak selection that is 
growing under a stronger selection merits is actually loosing fitness faster and is also affecting the fitness 
of stronger selection. European selection is mothers; female functions are integrated and have little or no 
impact of physical characteristics. As long as the female is Modern, European selection is in good shape. If 
a European selection is sitting in light skinned culture, every so often a darker shade may be born. The 
second in line is the Oriental Selection. So make your best judgments. Remember no commitment is 
better than bad commitment. 

 
9) Sexual Desires: 
Sexual desires is a valid selection criteria. Physical looks, body and such can play a role. However, this 
need to combine with other criteria to make better judgments about a person both males & females. 
There will be a family of human growing. "Salivation" occurs when a person, both males and females think 
about either food or sex. Food related salivation is mostly not noticed, a person will not think actively 
about their state of salivation. But, while conversation with someone of opposite sex may lead to 
salivation due to integrated functions of the brain, even if the person is not trying to display it or are 
interested. In this case just make it obvious and gobble down the saliva expressively; otherwise your 
language and thought in hand will get affected. Just like doctors, they do this all the time, during physical 
examination. Salivation will occur more if the topic has something to do with food or sex and especially if 



the conversation is lengthy. Salivation affect is not the only selection criteria, although it can be part of 
altogether selection criteria. 

 
"Gap" In Selection: A gap in selection occurs when a male or female have to take up gap in succession due 
to a DNA fault. This occurs when the DNA of a person have degraded and modifications are needed. In 
case of males, mutations leading to loss of fitness are mostly sudden. If not handled properly will lead to 
more progeny / children with same or more fault. Put it this way, my own son's son or daughter's 
daughter may be taking the "Gap" if a fault have occurred. At current time, all males of any other 
selection must take "Gap". Another thing one can do is to have just 1 baby, boy or girl. If girl is born ask 
the person to take gap. Still apply high standards of selection. If a boy is born, boy may need to take the 
"Gap". All individuals including Most "I" & Certain "O" must do DNA for fitness check. Those who do not 
have a natural descendant can take the "Gap" option. Including Most "I" & Certain "O" & Modern Female. 
Or female can give birth to herself for carry on if possible. All you have to do is to do DNA and put "DNA 
Modifications Allowed" in notes section of application. If you reside in a low income country, ask country 
officials or rich for help. Establish a charity for DNA test help. 

 
Zones of Selection: Remember pressure builds people. Best method will be to apply pressure like 
additional test for a particular job. If one denies DNA upgrade, make arrangements for a transfer into 
separate land zones of similar males, where they will have to build their own culture. Zones of selection 
could be a portion of city, suburb, or city, if not; original niche can become zone too. In creating zones, 
make sure to separate males based on haplogroup, so they won’t infringe on each other's selection. Most 
females are Modern and are part of Modern society, they can choose to stay or leave as they are 
common. Upon last call to leave Earth, all males & females have to take the upgrade option no exception. 
Some of the judicial system may have to alter to make room for Zones of Selection. 
Age of Selection: Age of selection is when a person is classified as an adult who can marry without 
parental or legal guardian consent. In present day society with tools, most people will live longer and 
reach 80 years of age or more. Best age to be classified as an adult can now increase to 25 years, as this 
will give time for the person to complete education and make critical decisions regarding starting a family. 
Marriage starts on the day of marriage, commitment starts on the birth of the first child and last up till 
the child is adult. Marriage can end, commitment cannot. All matters of the child are to be handled by 
biological parents, unless a judge indicates otherwise. Means going to school meetings, hospital visits and 
such. Age difference in a marriage to be around 10 years. 

 
Male Sperm Donor Selection: There is no courtship present in Sperm Donor Selection, so must take 
additional steps for viability. Male sperm, as a donor, by a single female is strictly prohibited, unless the 
donor is well known. If the donor is not known can only be conducted via Geneticist for viability and 
selection. A female can only give birth to herself or another girl / boy from a well known donor. Courtship 
must ensure, like meeting parents, siblings, uncles, knowing each other. If courtship is not present a male 
sperm must be checked for viability and should carry additional steps for validation of the donor through 
closely related males to establish genome expression. The geneticists must charge donor for viability 
check, including physical deformation & mental state or they will end up increasing burden on society and 
generating off springs that are less then parents. Donor program only applies at this point in time for 
correction and upgrade. Females are less likely to find Donors from "European Selection" and "Oriental 



Selection". Best option would be to give birth to yourself (if there is enough resources available) or a girl 
from a well known donor. Under any circumstances if a girl / boy is selected, do courtship with the donor 
for viability. All parents have a responsibility to make offspring that is equal to or better then themselves. 
Male and female of any selection must do DNA for sequence and their contribution towards our planet 
Earth. Most males in other selections, will be willing to take the DNA upgrade as long as they are 
explained the impact well. If you are a couple, you can talk to your partner about male gamete upgrade. 
However, at this point in time, this option is not available, or is available at a high cost, so talk about 
having a baby girl or 1 child, and has the partner leave DNA sequence for "Gap". Explain them this is just a 
"Gap" in succession. If they prefer not to leave DNA for upgrade, both should leave DNA for the 
betterment of our planet Earth, to determine gene expressions in our gene pool. This will offset the 
population with more females then males. Worry not at this time, we need the correction, in couple of 
generations, the numbers will balance. The upgrade includes the following, 

 
1) Cryptochrome Denaturation Upgrade. 
2) Male Y Gamete Upgrade. 
3) Autosomal Genes Upgrade For Cancer, Body Fat And Such. 

 
Have to be really careful about the body fat upgrade, as fats are needed for ATP production and growth. 
Exercise daily for healthy lifestyle. 

 
Map Of Selection: (Coming Soon) 
 
Pressure Of Selection: Keeping selective pressures while pressures are reduced or are getting reduced is 
very important. What this means is there will be more females then males in the world for a while to 
come. A better arrangement would be slightly more males then females or at least equal. However, in 
current conditions, and time to come, there can be no reduction in selective pressures or we will lose 
fitness as a result. Our quantity and quality of life will reduce. Economics will become troublesome and 
expenditures related to security, safety & healthcare will increase. Social security is under stress too. 
There will be segment of society with reduced pressures that will pass genes on, affecting all of us. At this 
point in time, any male / female possible should do DNA and leave note "DNA Modification Allowed" in 
notes section of the DNA test application. Such male / female can then go on with productive life towards 
the betterment of our planet Earth. Females have the additional option to give birth to themselves and 
raise a single parent family. Any family of Most "I" & Certain "O" with max fitness, like family structure 
and number of good successors can increase number of males if possible. All numbers of any other 
selection present currently will be exactly duplicated. Only those who leave DNA with note will be 
modified for and formed into functional Homes, Clans, Culture & Selection. All females to keep high 
standard for selection no matter what. All parents to help maintain high standards. No polygamy as it 
disturbs family structure. One thing to do is to give birth to yourself and move on till fair grounds in 
couple of generations leave DNA for modifications. See who will take to meet family, siblings and other 
members. Pay special attention if spouse / girlfriend of a person is missing or deceased. No commitment 
is better than bad commitment your succession may stop suddenly. If the partner agrees to male Gamete 
upgrade, then it will be at female's consent to do so. Male Gamete Upgrade is not available at this time. 
Raise a single girl / boy family, ask partner to take "Gap". All countries should stop immigration for anyone 



except for adult (25 Years) Females, Most "I" and Certain "O", if there is space. If a female do select 
someone out of selection, and there is allowed movement, the male must take "Gap". All minors asking 
for entry must be accompanied by an adult 25 years of age. Enforce selection within using DNA Tool. All 
business to be conducted as is. All Business Visa, Visit Visa to be as is, Etc. Males of Most "I" and Certain 
"O" should establish into developing countries to apply selective pressures so best people can emerge 
out. Get into perishable goods like soaps, shoes etc. 1/8 of administrative management to be Most "I" or 
certain "O" the rest locally hired. If 1/8 company is not Most "I" & Certain "O", the company may not 
increase size. Increase population to keep pressures intact. More DNA upgrades maybe needed for 
proper built for life here on Earth and Space without the use of lot of medicines or surgery. The least the 
better. DNA upgrades using DNA tool is just like passing genes through marriage. Certain genes only need 
to be inserted in a small population, they spread out through marriages. 

 
Homes, Clans, Culture & Selection: 
A home is where children are born and raised. A person is classified as married once a marriage is 
commenced and recorded. A commitment occurs once a child is born. Marriage can be ended; however, 
a commitment cannot be ended up un till the child is at the legal age of 25 years. If in a marriage 2 
children are born, one boy and one girl, then boy carries father's succession in all cases (Y chromosome). 
Girl carries mother's succession in all cases (MTDNA). In case of Most "I" mother's behavioral genes are 
expressed, not sure if there is cross over or not at this point in time. However, both children are a unique 
combination of DNA that both parents have contributed so they are children of them and only them. If a 
third kid is born, that kid is new individual and carries their own future succession. On Earth, certain 
pressures can take away a person's succession based on fitness level or accidents too, like natural 
diseases, accidents, crime victim, no male or female born. However, if one has the resources, they can 
restore a person's succession, or give them a carry on incase of marriage failure for future success. An 
identical twin is almost one person but two individuals. They each are separate and carry their own 
successions. Our goal should be to keep every person's successions in space & on Earth as much intact as 
possible, as they are a unique lineage of a human, stands for both males and females. 
A Clan is of closely related individuals in blood relationship with each other. A clan is of males with 
attached females. The upper limit on clan is 100,000 males and females, after which a new clan should be 
formed. 
A culture is of several clans combined together. At this point a culture can be a combination of Most "I" & 
Certain "O" clans or each separate forming a culture. All other selections are currently a maintenance 
group of one of the above unless a group is identified as a selection carrying a good fitness level, 
connected and capable to care for them self. A culture can be named after a country. For example 
"Japanese" or "Serbian" or "Mexican" culture and so on. A culture will have their own combined 
governance in space. All have to fall under GDA Earth. 
A selection is a collection of Males & Females that belong to a productivity of Earth prior to advent of 
major tools. A selection can be formed currently using DNA tool. Like "Of Arabian By European" or "Of 
Proto Indo By European" or "By Oriental". Since European Selection carries highest fitness, its numbers 
should be kept around at least 10% above any other selection at any given time. 

 
Global Modern Female Selection: Female is common and is greatly affected by “Current Condition 
Emotions”. Means the state of being that a Female is present in. According to me and several sources, the 



following applies to 99.99% of Females worldwide. Unique is Mitochondrial DNA, and common 
Autosomal DNA. Partner’s Death, separation, divorce, living conditions, Religion, Children, Parents or 
Siblings have impact on “Current Condition Emotions”. 99.99% females are modern and prefer clean and 
even paved roads or pathways. Most females prefer city life. In rural regions prefer to leave for cities. 
Most prefer cement floor homes. Females are the first line of defense against negative male selection and 
their own. Since a female is the one who handles a person on 24/7 bases, she is at the receiving end of a 
improper selection of male, and may leave others in similar conditions. Males of most "I" & certain "O" 
and Females tend to have a higher tendency of personal and other person's observation. In a tooled 
society DNA maintenance must be performed using DNA technology tools. In space, every 10 or so 
generations as there will be limits on resources, unless a female or a male indicates otherwise. Where 
ever a female is born she is mostly like explained below. Females have lineages. If there is a mismatch 
that could be due to reduction in fitness of either male or female. Male reduction of fitness comes more 
sudden. On Earth there is police, in space there will be no police or a non-affective local police, in case of 
weak clan. A established clan of males and females will handle any short comings and maintain fitness 
back to original. If a clan is weak, GDA Earth will then have to remove the female / male or bring order. If 
police is put in ships, they will have to be of prime selected or secondary selected clans to bring order 
properly. Therefore we will have to make sure the ships are in good fitness to make life better and here 
on Earth. 

 
All families must have guardian incase of death of parent(s). In case of females under 25, guardian must be 
either a married couple or divorced or widowed female. 

 
It is also parent’s responsibility, other than female, to make sure the female is married to a safe and 
capable person. If not, parents will end up reducing the fitness of their culture and our planet Earth and 
render hardships over their daughter. If a female is unable to marry, she should do DNA and leave note 
"DNA Modification Allowed" in notes section and live out a productive life, or if possible to give birth to 
herself for carry on. A well known donor / husband for 1 baby girl / boy. For your own sake and sake of 
our planet Earth, make sure to see family connections, like treatment by other siblings, parents, uncles 
and so on. Same rule applies if a movement has occurred across a selection, and there is movement due 
to a marriage. The male of any other selection must use "Gap". Areas that are classified as European 
Selection and Oriental Selection will be posted shortly as "Map Of Selection". Movement, due to marriage 
maybe allowed depending on the country of selection. However, if in Most "I" & Certain "O" selection 
areas "Gap" must apply. 
Due to reduced fitness of male, women will end up taking the physical workload. In case of ships it will be 
lot since all human excretions must be collected off the walls & floors for recycling and salt removal. 
Better educated. Job & Small (<100), Mid (<1000) business oriented. Females are agile. Tend to walk fast. 
Tend to age slowly. Bilaterally symmetrical faces, straight noses. Born in all face types. Global Female 
Selection is "Mother's". 

 
Strength : 1 
Agility : 8 
Programming Skills : 6 
Separation Anxiety: 8 



Clan Size : Depends on Culture. 
Democratic / Socialist. Capitalist. 
Street Fighter: No (But will follow culture). 
Negative Mutation Impact: Global Variable Impact, Dull, Loss of Intelligence. 

 
1) African Selection: (AfS) 5 to 10 Million years from Apes to Humans.(Predominantly E Haplogroup) (5 to 
10 Million years with stone tools) (Estimated Population, According to my estimate & several resources to 
be around 200 Million males worldwide. (Current Popular Niche: African Continent (Indigenous), America 
(US), Europe (Central), Middle East (Coastal)). Also known as Habshi in some parts of the world. About 1/3 
people with African looks are not African Selection, but are Arabian Selection. Some are European 
Selection; Very few would be Oriental Selection. Arabian Selection ones tend to have better skin tones, 
are more cylindrical tighter skin and slim (Similar to Denzel Washington). 
Light version of African Selection has bright skin tones. Several in African Selection tend to develop knee 
and pelvic issues. Several have dimples on the back of the head that tend to pass on in males only. (skin 
joined to the skull). Tend to age faster. African selection is mostly job oriented. African Selection is 
"Father's". 

 
Applies to E1 more than others. 
Strength : 6 
Agility : 4 
Programming Skills : 4 
Separation Anxiety: 2 
Clan Size : Predominantly 2 
Male Ego : 7 
Governance: Dictator / Martial Law. 
Street Fighter: Yes 
Negative Mutation Impact: Likely increase in Aggression, Dull, And Intelligence Reduction. 

 
2) Arabian Selection: (ArS) Desert. Rocky Desert. Indian Plains, Desert about 80,000.00 years to cross from 
Africa to spread into Arabia, Through Indo Pak Region. (Predominantly J Haplogroup) (Predominantly 4 
Niches from Africa to Arabia. 150,000.00 years with stone tools)(From IJ, J came later then I, I 
differentiated first) (Estimated Population, According to my estimate & several resources to be around 
550 Million males world wide.) (Current Popular Niche: Middle East, Asia (Indo / Pak / Afghan), Lower 
Europe, Russia (Central Asia), America (US & Canada), Upper South America). Also known as Arbi in some 
regions. 
Most light skinned Arabian Selection people have brighter skin tones. Several have eye brows that form 
an inverted "V" in certain emotions (Watch Linkin Park Numb). Eyes are large and may be bending 
downward (Like Sylvester Stallone). Bend eye expression & inverted V may show in some European 
Selection. They are slower version of European Selection with higher Male Ego. Tend to display more 
serious attitude. Will need "Gap" for fitness increase, DNA must be maintained and monitored at current 
levels or loss of fitness will occur. 
Tend to age faster. Better educated. Arabian selection is mostly job oriented, small (Less than 100 
employees) businesses. Arabian Selection is "Father's". 



 
Applies to J2 More Then J1 
Strength : 6 
Agility : 4 
Programming Skills : 6 
Separation Anxiety: 2 
Clan Size : Predominantly 2 
Male Ego : 7 
Governance: Dictator / Martial Law. 
Street Fighter: Yes 
Negative Mutation Impact: Likely increase in Aggression, Dull, And Intelligence Reduction. 

 
3) Proto Indo (Aryan) Selection: (PrS) Desert Niche. Rocky Desert Niche, Desert Niche. About 60,000.00 to 
cross from Africa through Arabia, into Bolan Pass (Pakistan). (Predominantly R Haplogroup) 
(Predominantly 3 Niches from Africa to Indo Pak Region. 60,000.00 years with stone tools) (Estimated 
Population, According to my estimate & several resources to be around 500 Million males world wide.) 
(Current Popular Niche: Asia (Indo / Pak / Afghan), Central Europe, America (US & Canada), Australia, 
Central South America (Brazil)). Also known as Arya in some regions. 
Most people in this selection have rough skin tone especially on neck mostly after the age of 25. In old 
age tend to develop cracked skin. Tan fast. Have slimmer oval faces. R1, R1b have thicker bones 
compared to R1a. Some lineages in this selection tend to show memory issues, may have reduction in 
appetite after 40. Tend to age faster. Proto Indo selection is mostly job oriented. Proto Indo Selection is 
"Father's". 

 
Applies to R1 (R2?), R1b More Then R1a. 
Strength : 5 
Agility : 4 
Programming Skills : 4 
Separation Anxiety: 1 
Clan Size : Predominantly 1 
Male Ego : 9 
Governance: Dictator / Martial Law. 
Street Fighter: Yes 
Negative Mutation Impact: Likely increase in Aggression, Dull, And Intelligence Reduction. 

 
4) Indian Selection: (InS) Desert Niche. Rocky Desert Niche. Lushes Jungles & Monsoons. About 60,000.00 
years to cross from Africa, through Arabia, through Rocky Desert into Indian plains. (Predominantly C, D, 
H, N, Q (Several) Haplogroups) (Predominantly 3 Niches from Africa into India. 60,000.00 years with stone 
tools) (Estimated Population, According to my estimate & several resources to be around 450 Million 
males world wide.) (Current Popular Niche: Asia (Indo / Pak), Upper Europe, Upper Russia, South America 
(Latinos)). 
Mostly known as Admi or Junta in some parts of the world. C & D are at times known as "Frangi" in some 
parts of the world. For most part they can be classified as latinos. 



"N" is mostly in Russia & Finland. "N" resembles R1a (Oval faces). 
Some of Q tends to resemble J and I in South America & North America. Q & G Tend to show more male 
ego expressions then J and I. Mostly have Round / Square faces. 
Most slightly dark skin tones. All in this selection tend to age faster. Indian selection is mostly job 
oriented. Indian selection is "Father's". 

 
Applies to N More than others in this group. 
Strength : 6 
Agility : 4 
Programming Skills : 4 
Separation Anxiety: 2 
Clan Size : Predominantly 2 
Male Ego : 7 
Governance: Dictator / Martial law. 
Street Fighter: Yes 
Negative Mutation Impact: Likely increase in Aggression, Dull, And Intelligence Reduction. 

 
4b) Aborigine Selection: (AbS) Desert Niche. Rocky Desert Niche. Lushes Jungles & Monsoons, Rocky 
Desert. About 65,000.00 years to cross from Africa, through Arabia, through Rocky Desert, Indian plains 
into Australian Desert. (Predominantly C & S Haplogroups) (Predominantly 4 Niches from Africa into 
Australia. 65,000.00 years with stone tools) (Estimated Population, According to my estimate & several 
resources to be around 5 Million males world wide.) (Current Popular Niche: Australia). 
All possible males of this selection should take "Gap". 

 
Strength: Unknown 
Agility: Unknown 
Programming Skills: Unknown 
Separation Anxiety: Unknown 
Clan Size: Unknown 
Male Ego: Unknown 
Street Fighter: Unknown 
Negative Mutation Impact: Unknown 

 

5) Oriental Selection: (OrS) Desert Niche. Rocky Desert Niche. Lushes Jungles & Monsoons. Bamboo 
Jungles, into Current Chinese & Japanese Plains. Possibly Survived Toba Volcanic Eruption. About 
80,000.00 years to cross from Africa, through Arabia, through Rocky Desert into Indian plains, into 
bamboo jungles, into China & Japan Plains. (Predominantly O Haplogroup) (Predominantly 5 Niches from 
Africa to China / Japan. 80,000.00 years with stone tools) (Estimated Population, According to my 
estimate & several resources to be around 600 Million males world wide.) (Current Popular Niche: Asia 
(Orient), America (US & Canada)). Also known as Chino in some parts of the world. 
Oriental selection comprise of certain “O” haplogroups. Mostly, Oriental selection lives in a mixture of 
few “I", European Selection”, some Indian Selection (C Mongols, and D). Certain “O” is a selection of its 



own and is secondary selected. They were carved by Mount Tauba explosion and the resulting local ice 
age, and the distance from point of origins. They have their own cultural impact, and are fully capable of 
sustaining life in space and on Earth. Due to short selection time, they will have to sort themselves out, 
and can include C & D as maintenance groups (Also known as “Frangi” in some parts of the world). 
According to me, C & D did not have the proper gene sequences on Y to give the genes needed. However, 
only DNA will determine for sure. 
Most oriental selection will have better skin tones. Are agile, usually slim body. Tend to walk fast, tend to 
age slowly. Mostly oval faces. Integration of Mother's or lack of Father's genes. Better educated. Job & 
Small (<100), Mid (<1000), Large (>=1000) business oriented. Oriental selection maybe "Father's”? 

 
Strength : 5 
Agility : 9 
Programming Skills : 8 
Separation Anxiety: 5 
Clan Size : Predominantly 3 Or More. 
Male Ego: 6 
Emperor / Socialist. Capitalist. Mass Producer. 
Street Fighter: No 
Negative Mutation Impact: Likely increase in Aggression, Dull, And Intelligence Reduction. 

 

6) European (Caucasian) Selection: (EuS) Desert Niche. Rocky Desert, Indian Plains, Desert Niche, Lushes 
Jungles (Turkey), Alphs, Cold European Plains. About 250,000.00 years to cross from Africa to spread into 
Arabia, into Europe (Possibly from Turkey). (Predominantly I Haplogroup) (Predominantly 7 Niches from 
Africa to Current Europe. 250,000.00 years with stone tools, this period is about when the weather is 
warm in between 2 glacier maximums.) (From IJ, J came later then I, I differentiated first) (Estimated 
Population, According to my estimate & several resources to be around 1.5 Billion males worldwide). 
(Current Popular Niche: Europe, America (US & Canada), Russia, Central Asia (Former Russia), South 
America (Light Hispanics / Dark Hispanics (Non Latinos), Australia, Middle East (Iran), Asia (Turkey)). 
Known as Caucasians. In some regions known as Ajmi. 

Most males of European Selection tend to see bigger picture and are more capable of connecting smaller 
segments into a bigger segment. They have the highest tendency to become programming leads. Most 
situations here on Earth & Space tend to change constantly and require reprogramming of the bigger 
segment. They carry our highest chances of survival on Earth and in Space. The Second highest goes to 
Oriental Selection. Caucasian males are due to extreme cold environments. Males of this selection attach 
to Mothers early on. Female to male affect is due to a segment transfer or loss (If Loss with few master 
genes to affect autosome and X to explain I2-L699 more like Arabian and is Fathers. Loss of fitness.) On 
"Y" that may possibly be crossing over. Most "I" tend to express more of mother's behavioral genes, not 
sure about Certain "O", increase in agility could be the reason. This possibly occurred about 250,000.00 
years ago, went through multiple bottlenecks. This causes a gain in survival in extreme cold weather. 
Males of this selection have the highest average height and strength. Males of this selection have the 
highest tendency to form large clans. Clans at times can reach 100,000.00 or more people including 
females. They are the most attached people in the world. This lead to structured society. Next in line is 



Certain "O" haplogroup. 
I2 & I1 Are About the same due to very long isolated selection in Ice. There are more I2 in the world then 
I1 partly due to their geographic location of origins. When calculating percentage, make sure to include 
the clan size. Most European Selection sits in a clan, and only few will do the DNA test. So the numbers in 
average in a city will show less then what they actually are. That will offset the percentage. Let’s say a city 
have 100 people. Let’s say 30 are I2, 10 are I1, 10 are R, 20 are E, 30 are J. Let’s say 2 test came from I2, 
and 2 from I1, 1 from R, 3 from E, 8 From J. The resulting percentage will show incorrect numbers. All 
people in the world must do DNA for fitness calculations & Gap. 
Most "I" is not XXY nor is Turner Syndrome. Majority of Most "I" have sexual preference for females. Most 
"I" will be better educated, most will have a bachelor’s degree or specialized schooling after 12th grade. 
Most will have a composed face. 
Most have round chins, tend to walk fast. Lighter version tends to have bright skin tones. Are agile. Most 
have thick bones. Tend to age slowly. Mostly large eyes. Mostly bilaterally symmetrical faces, straight 
noses. Faces are mostly square. Integrated Mother's genes. Better educated. Job & Small (<100), Mid 
(<1000), Large (>=1000) business oriented. European (Caucasian) Selection is "Mother's". 

 
Strength: 10 
Agility: 10 
Programming Skills: 10 
Separation Anxiety: 8 
Clan Size: Predominantly 5 or more. 
Male Ego: 4 
Democratic / Socialist. Capitalist. Mass Producer. 
Street Fighter: No 
Negative Mutation Impact: Likely increase in Dull, Intelligence Reduction. 

 
Maintenance Group / Misidentification: 
(Maybe More) 
I2-L699 and all descendants. Yamana Culture (Some maybe part of Roma & Gypsy Cultures), either a loss 
of stop / start signal, DNA segment, Or Misidentification. I2-L699 is "Father's". 
1.5 Million (Approx. Maybe Less) 
Central Europe (Ukraine). Middle East (Iraq). 

 
Strength : 5 
Agility : 4 
Programming Skills : 5 
Separation Anxiety: 2 
Clan Size: Predominantly 2 
Male Ego : 7 
Governance: Dictator / Martial Law. 
Street Fighter: Yes 
Negative Mutation Impact: Unknown. Must take "Gap". Maybe misidentified. 



 

Educational YouTube Videos: 

European & Oriental Selection Videos 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZwE7nRn0m7OJ2V_PRN2GaFQkCobFoGSD(Men 
(In Cerkes TV video with blue, red & gray T-shirt is not of Most "I" & Certain "O". Modern Females) 
(Military Parades: If the leg is not straight, feels like kicking, person looks tired, body is moving, Person 
does not look agile, its more than likely not EuS or OrS)(Turkmenistan Military Parade, Soldier's steps are 
bigger, guns are held on chest, and are yelling at the same time. This is a difficult walk for prolonged 
period of time. Faces look fresh. Approx. 30% EuS, 30% OrS, 40 % NOT SURE. Modern Females) 
(Serbia Military Parade, Soldier's steps are bigger, guns are held on chest. Good stiff composure. Faces 
look fresh. Approx 60% EuS, 40 % NOT SURE. Modern Females)(Chile Military Parade, Approx 60% EuS, 40 
% NOT SURE. Modern Females 

 

African Selection Videos 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZwE7nRn0m7PjYZ61sAv3b0Q4Q24tO_pYLead Singers are AfS, Most 
in Military Parade are AfS, Drummers & Dancers are AfS. Modern Females) 

 
Arabian Selection Videos 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZwE7nRn0m7OlN1ZSGLtvYWC7s1tbiW-3(Saudi Special Forces: 
It is brisk jogging, about 3 miles per hour. It’s not a show of agility. Faces look tired too. Hit foots hard on 
the floor and walk 3 miles per hour. And keep body stiff. Modern Females) 
(Al Wasmy Song: Singer is ArS, Modern Females.) 

 
Indian Selection Videos (More Coming Soon) 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZwE7nRn0m7PhgAZYsHrvtivc7cQLhURa Proto 

 
Indian (Aryan) Selection Videos 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZwE7nRn0m7O-rnyi_suDKirYvR6YQtaj(Army is a combination of 
Arabian Selection & Proto Indian Selection. Modern Females) 

 
Comparative Selection Videos  
(These are comparative videos of different selections of males, there is explanation that is listed below). 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZwE7nRn0m7PfmwtAg4RtJzycP1jDTjNV(Tears For Fears Shout, Red T-
shirt is (EuS) and so is the family, Black T-shirt is (PrS) with wife & 2 kids) Modern Females.(Big In Japan: 
Lead Singer is (EuS), 2 in background are (PrS)). 
(Hell March - Serbia & Croatia Parade: Adam's apples (Less in EuS & ArS). sagging neck skin? From chin to 
neck from middle front. ArS). Adam's Apples more in (PrS) & (InS). Modern Females. 
(Freeez - iou: The singer in yellow jacket and his kid in blue t-shirt are EuS, The singer in blue jacket 
possibly two kids on bike are ArS, Rest seems to be AfS, Modern Females 



Arguments: 
Space & Earth Maintenance Package: DNA Maintenance is very crucial for a healthy living and brain 
functions. An un-maintained person will be taken up by a different logic brain and can get consumed by it. 
For example, "there is nothing wrong with me, you are just being sarcastic", and may defend current 
condition emotions. At this time, reason for defend is rather Religion. So keep your thoughts in 
accordance with knowledge and science. We are all one being, product of our planet "Earth" of "Milky 
Way". However, we have to follow judicial process for corrections or we will not exist. 
Good news, in our case, is that our "Chimp" was rather slow, our negative mutation will "Dull" majority of 
us. Watch YouTube videos of chimps, I will post some shortly. Our chimp was not exactly a velociraptor. 
In space your maintenance package will take you up to 3 generations back. Which means any disorder 
that is present for 3 generations have to be maintained using "Gap" going back 3 generations, certain 
disorders, like mental fitness and such will be corrected immediately using 3 generations rule. Or if 
resources are available may be correction on the way. 
On Earth your maintenance package will be through DNA Tool for correction and may be using "Gap". 
We are now a fully tooled society, pressures have reduced. Our prime selected already has a loss of 
fitness present, around 5 Million. Our secondary selected is un-sorted, and may dissolve away. The way 
our prime selected and secondary selected are, we would not have this if it was not because of religion. 
Religion is like cancer of society. 

 
Hygiene: Use dry / Wet / Dry for cleaning after defecation. Dry after urination. Wash hands properly 
afterwards. Use warm water if possible. 

 
Kissing Babies: It is lot better to kiss babies / kids on the cheeks or forehead compared to lips. Keeps 
communicable diseases from spreading. 

 
Rape: (This applies to adults) Rape of a female is classified as unwanted sexual advancements and acts 
may be leading to penetration. A female can go through a trauma and may not realize a rape have 
occurred for a while. A female can report a rape up to 10 years after its occurrence. The judicial system 
must accumulate evidence and properly carry out punishments. At this time it is recommended to 
increase charges if there is aggravated assault resulting in physical trauma or death or home invasion 
resulting in rape. In case of males 1 year to report a rape. Rape of a female by a male is felony. It is not 
female's responsibility to raise a child born out of a Rape. It is the responsibility of the biological father to 
raise the child, if not it will be local government responsibility to raise the child. There may not be access 
to abortion in certain locations. Self abortion is not advised as it may cause damage to female 
reproductive organs. This applies to any age female. Additional charges may apply if drugs are used. 
Rape of a male by a female to be classified misdemeanor and will require proofs of immobility of the 
male. Immobility using drugs carry felony charge as it may cause brain and other organ damage or death. 
Depressants like alcohol may be ok. Any child born out of this rape will be responsibility of the female to 
raise. 
Rape of under puberty age by a female not to be classified as rape, as evolutionary warmth is needed. For 
most part it is cuddling. Leave at the consent of female Parent / Guardian or family matter government 
sector under female control. Different males have different raising requirements & procedures up to 8 



years of age. 
Any commitment / marriage / sex between siblings, mothers & sons, daughters and fathers not allowed. 

 
Temporary Marriage: A temporary marriage is a marriage for a defined amount of time. This is not a 
substitution for sex if one is married. A temporary marriage gives a little freedom while keeping marriage 
restraints if one desires. All marriage conditions apply. This is also to make available pleasures of life to 
those who exist and are capable but not capable enough to carry out succession through marriage. 
Following conditions apply in case of temporary marriage, 
a) Must be adult 25 years of age of older. Age difference in temporary marriage is not required both need 
to be adults. 
b) Must be government controlled. 
c) No children allowed. 
d) No anal penetration allowed. Can give rectal / penal cancer and other diseases. 
e) In case of married couples, both must be in agreement, and can only be once a year for no more than 
48 hours duration. Can be for both male & female. Separated couples cannot do a temporary marriage. 
They must either reconcile or divorce within 6 months. The couples must end marriage properly so they 
both are free to make other arraignments. If a male or female is suffering from a sexual dysfunction like in 
male case there is ED. In this case the number of temporary marriages can go up to 6 per year, must have 
a doctor's diagnosis. 
f) Can be for financial gains. 
g) Person's involved in temporary marriage cannot marry, unless the individuals involved are not married. 
h) Unmarried individuals can do a temporary marriage for no more than 72 hours. License must renew for 
each additional segment. 
i) Must be outside of city limits away from residential areas. In case of ships, will be posted in ships article. 
j) No same sex temporary marriage is allowed. One can have a same sex relationship if two people 
involved prefer. This relationship must have no impact on Marriage or commitment. (No same sex 
permanent marriage or commitment allowed) A same sex commitment means having kids by using tools. 
Natural commitments only. Under certain circumstances, tooled self commitment is allowed. Like death 
of a partner, death of a child, negative mutation leading to loss of fitness (Female giving birth to herself, 
or a gain in fitness male or female through surrogate female. The surrogate must be compensated 
properly. 

 
The Mosaic Theory: One may ask why not make a mosaic of people in a ship? Like evenly distribute males 
of different selections? This will not work; there will be enough disturbance and infringements on each 
other's selection. Females will not like either, the males will be, under known knowledge, different from 
each other. A large number of Most "I" & Certain "O" with small numbers of other selections won’t work 
either; the others will be under knowledge different and weak. Females will not like this situation either. 
A lot of work is physical. Under ship conditions reduction in appetite may occur, males will be visibly and 
under known knowledge different. Then there are other behaviors as well. Similar will work, very 
different will not work. Besides, we have to maximize fitness for best chances of survival here on Earth & 
Space. 

 
Salivation Affect: Salivation occurs when a person, both males and females think about either food or sex. 



Food related salivation is mostly not noticed, a person will not think actively about their state of 
salivation. But, while conversation with someone of opposite sex may lead to salivation due to integrated 
functions of the brain, even if the person is not trying to display it or are interested. In this case just make 
it obvious and gobble down the saliva expressively; otherwise your language and thought in hand will get 
affected. Just like doctors, they do this all the time, during physical examination. Salivation will occur 
more if the topic has something to do with food or sex and especially if the conversation is lengthy. 
Salivation affect is not the only selection criteria, although it can be part of altogether selection criteria. 

 

Dirty Crime Scene: A dirty crime scene occurs when a person performs aggravated assault using weapon 
of opportunity like a stone or a hammer. Such a display is that of K9 aggression. A dirty crime scene will 
have blood all over; the person involved may not clean themselves afterwards, and may eat at the crime 
scene and not call police. This display is not related to socio-economic status. In case if a person is 
involved in a dirty crime scene, do DNA and determine gene expressions, also determine criminal activity 
by other close related individuals to exclude or include gene transmission. Large K9s may not indicate K9 
expressions, are mostly in males. Such a lineage will have to take "Gap". All criminal activity must go 
through judicial process and given appropriate punishments regardless of gene expressions. Such a 
person must be incarcerated to avoid repeated offense. 
One way to recognize K9 aggression in the making is to see if the person is slapping hard, mostly, not 
punch. A very hard slapper that will put marks on face and body may ultimately drift towards K9 
aggression. Slapping is on a weaker person compared to punching. Most K9 aggression will be towards a 
weaker person like a female or a weak or equal male. Person with K9 aggression will lose sense during 
these events. May accompany by blurred vision. Such person has to take "Gap". 

 
Marriage Proposal: Dating is public, Marriage is public, Marriage proposal is not. Why? Puts unduly 
pressure on the recipient of the proposal. Proposals can go both ways, both males and females can 
propose each other. The best option is to propose in a private setting. Mediated proposal is ok too. Like 
parents visiting home for proposal, or asking through a friend or family member. Under any case, 
proposals are best kept private. Once a proposal is accepted, make it public. The recipient should have 
the option to go over proposal at their own accord. Also, getting rejected in public is not good either for 
the one proposing. 

 
Radiometric Dating: Radiometric dating is not the regular dating between people but it is the procedure 
through which age of an item is determined to be how old it is. If an age of an item is found to be very 
old, post it as such. The radiometric dating is pretty accurate, under our current understanding, 
civilization is relatively new. It is not, it dates back quite a bit. So if an article is found, like a "Kernel of 
Corn" or "Cotton" or "Human Remains" to be very old, do not make a conclusion that it must be from 
recent times. However, make sure to double check result and do the science behind it. 

 

 
(Updated: 12/06/2022) 



Who Is More Likely To See The Difference In Males:  

European Selection males are more likely to see the difference among males based on selection faster 
than anyone else. Why? Most are already aware of behavior difference. Most are in a large size clan and 
will call their clan as people of soft behavior. Men know bathroom manners of each other; they will 
distinguish pretty much immediately. They may see a male of other regions as a bit rough person. A clan 
that is sitting in isolation will be fasted to recognize, both males and females alike. Most males of EuS are 
not street fighters; most will organize an organized police force. Most will form a well organized army. 

Oriental Selection will recognize fast too. But they will recognize based on country or their region. They 
are aware of different men. Most males of OrS are not street fighters; most will organize a organized 
police force. Most will form a well organized army. 

Modern Females that belong to EuS clans will recognize fast or will be already aware depends on how clan 
is organized. Most females look at general behavior differences and are not aware of clans especially of 
EuS, Male clans is not much of a topic. They are not aware of bathroom manners too. Most women will 
think a dirty underwear is pretty much everyone, or a clean is pretty much everyone. Most females will 
take time to understand selections or anything due to integrated function of Resist Change Anxiety. Resist 
Change Anxiety causes a delay due to resist in change. This is essential integrated function of brain that 
makes a society more analytical in nature. Means issues get analyzed prior to implementation. Then there 
is Force Anxiety. Most modern females will resist a force. This is essential function, as the person involved 
will have to explain a situation in an understandable manner. Most Modern Females express Force & 
Resist Change Anxiety by grabbing something, like a purse, or another known person. Resisting grab may 
lead to shaking and voice shaking or slow speech. Response is elevated once issue is resolved. The reason 
why this is mentioned is to ensure a continued participation of individuals in a conversation. Means if 
your voice is shacking, don't worry about it, get the point across for resolution and keep participation. EuS 
have both of the above anxieties. Most "I" adults will raise voice and may push, Most "I" tend to cluster 
based on relationship and ideology. Certain "O" adults will raise voice & show gesture with hands, Certain 
"O" will follow a stronger male in large groups. All others, depends on socio economic status. Most will 
follow a stronger male in small groups. Almost all of us will understand logic if explained in a proper 
manner. Most females consider men to be similar based on physical characteristics like skin color, but do 
distinguish manners very well. Certain manners and expressions that males show, may get classified as 
just "acting like that" like seriousness, laughter. Modern females residing in poor regions will recognize 
males of Most "I" & off course Certain "O" as different. May call male faces as fresh healthier, may 
hesitate Certain "O" due to oriental eyes. If manners are present, family structure is intact; Certain "O" is 
a good choice. Most "I" males will readily marry a modern female residing in such regions as long as they 
are educated, and parents are in agreement. Most "I" & Certain "O" will allow continued education in 
most cases after marriage. All others may allow in occasional cases. 

Most males of any other selection will recognize once they are explained clan structure and people 
belonging to it. Most men are aware that particular people are, let’s say good in math, or are 
educationally sound based on a region. At this time religion plays a role. Like Jews are well educated, 
Muslims of Indonesia are better educated Muslims. 

 
Modern Tools For Betterment: Modern tools like surgery, medications, DNA modifications are allowed and 



required. Most new procedures are also part of intrigue and make us proceed towards betterment. There 
experimental usage and implements are allowed and that is what makes us intelligent beings. 

 
Self Propelled Labor System: Self propelled labor system is, when the labor is self propelled. Means time 
share or younger people assigned work that adults do not have time for. General labor can be made 
mandatory for all, like serving 1 month a year on a farm, or other odd jobs. Standard deviation will take 
care of the rest. Applies to both males and females according to strength requirements. Under any 
circumstances best fitness must reside within a narrow margin. As far as I know, Most "I" & Certain "O" 
tend to do most types of jobs in and out of home. However, everyone aims for higher goals. One can keep 
the goals and become part of self propelled labor system. 

 

In ancient times when selections are more apart this was the likely system of labor. Then once a selection 
grows, institutions become more defined based on liking and labor gets distributed on its own based on 
standard deviation and assignment and negative mutations. Such population has this manner of removing 
negative mutations as a less person ends up taking risky jobs. At this point we have a high population of 
negative mutation of Most "I" that should have been very less or non existence. Jobs to be filled 
according to liking and capabilities, standard safety equipment to be provided. Then introduction of 
safety tools distributes labor more evenly, DNA maintains the population and subatomic particle physics 
is achieved. 

 
Due to religion we have an uneven distribution of skilled to non skilled labor leading to high crime rate. 
Means we have segment of population that have no work. Skilled to non skilled distribution for a robust 
modern city is around 30 % non skilled labor, and 70 % skilled labor. A non skilled labor is one that would 
be putting seeds in the ground; a skilled will harvest (without breaking the produce), remove dirt & 
impurities, prepare for food grade, package and sell in market. There is a little non skilled here and there 
for help. A well maintained society will achieve this on its own merits, without the need for keeping a less 
person. Keeping a less person intentionally is not humane. A skilled person can act as a non-skilled one, 
does not work vice versa. 

 
Most "I" & Certain "O" societies are pretty good at honoring merits. Let’s say there is a country with just 
Most "I". Merits now will be narrower, for example, in a class of Algebra, where all students are at similar 
pace; grade "A" will be the top 1% instead of top 10%. Another way to put this is, let’s say grade "A" is 90 
points and above, in a well versed society grade "A" will be 98 points and above. Then there is time share 
labor. Instead of 40 hours work week, there can be 20 hours work week. Means any professional is hired 
to work 20 hours per week instead of 40 hours per week. 

 
Old Times Africans: Most people in pretty much in "United States" and certain regions of "Europe", 
consider Most "I" to be present day Africans married to light Modern Female. Certain "O" just came 
around on their own with no help from Africa. We all are Africans, but Most "I" differentiated long long 
time ago prior to advent of tools. Certain "O" a little later and needs sorting. All men carry X chromosome 
as part of autosome. The dispersal of Autosome through males works just the same way as females. 



Autosome dispersal has no impact on "Y". The differentiation occurred long time ago on the "Y". The only 
way not to get fitness up is either through pressure or DNA Tool. If I were you, I will take the tool. I am 
not sure if Modern female will participate in this pressure process. All selections have to come up with 
max fitness of that selection. There may be more than 1 max fitness for a selection. Our DNA is all 
chopped up to get any more genes especially on "Y". Consult a genetic counselor and show them this 
document. Then decide if that fitness is good enough for Quantity & Quality of life, both here on Earth & 
in Space. Males must be connected through separation anxiety or structured society will not form. We 
are all humans and have brains that go with it. Most of us will get to a grade level prior to calculus if 
nurtured properly. However, programming skills alone cannot lead to structured society; need other 
emotional and strength aspects too. Space is very precession living, and will require fitness in a narrow 
margin and maintained there. 

 
(Updated: 12/06/2022) 
Same Sex Marriages: There is no such thing as same sex marriages. A marriage should and must lead to 
commitment. Commitment in same sex requires tools for child birth. However, if someone wants to sit in 
similar sex environment they can, without a marriage license. 
For reproduction, one has to have transfer mechanism and one with vagina. To produce about 1/2 of 
each, there must be a separate differentiating chromosome, which is current "Y". So under any case, if a 
female turns into a male or a male turns into a female, about 1/2 has to be born with vagina and 1/2 with 
penis. Which is exactly the same as now? 
Same sex marriages may be due to current conditions and mismatched couples. Females and certain 
males have a shut off signal that is brain induced & integrated. Once activated it takes time to get 
excitement again. If excitement is absent in lineage (Gap, or currently can give birth to yourself with or 
without modifications). Remember the good old Most "I", they have shut off too, not sure about certain 
"O", takes time for excitement. Most "I" will move back a little bit, then move forward, mostly its faster 
than females. Shut off causes sexual desires to end, and may lead to hyperventilation or distorted speech. 
Remember in space your maintenance package will take you up to 3 generations back. Which means any 
disorder that is present for 3 generations have to be maintained using “Gap”. Average vagina can stretch 
up to mostly 8". Certain males have erection issues due to "lineage" large penis sizes (Gap), then some of 
us may have lineage straightness issues (Gap), excitement may take longer. Females can develop vaginal 
damage that may require surgery or treatment. May cause damage to penis and may require surgery. In 
case of married couples, come up with a decent number per month decide on your own. One can do oral 
and massages more often. 
The current match is Most "I" and Certain "O" with Modern Female. We want to keep reproduction 
natural and have a pleasure full life. 
Same sex fun is ok, and nature uses it for learning purposes, as long as there is no anal penetration, or 
artificial vaginal penetration, can lead to damage to reproductive organs and spread of diseases. 

 
(Updated: 12/06/2022) 
Almost All Of Our Existence Will Be In Space: Since Betelgeuse is about to explode, we will survive 
Betelgeuse, but, we will not survive Andromeda. This gives us maximum of 1 billion years to prepare and 
leave for a huge round trip, after which we may have a few planets and ships in our existence. 1 billion 
years may sound like a lot of time, but in actuality it is not. Andromeda is a huge collision with debris 



flying all over the space. We need a lot of planning to set a course and avoid being annihilated. Therefore, 
we will have to make sure our ship's residents are in good health most of the time. We do not want to 
have family issues during our flight, and good healthy work force. 

Common Caucasian (EuS) Adult Male Faces: 

EuS is a variation of this face Worldwide. 

  

Common Most “I” Faces (EuS). 

             

     

                    

   

 



 

Common Certain “O” (OrS) Adult Male
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